
Position Available 
 
Califresh of California, a local 20-year-old company, is seeking to fill an Agronomist Fieldman 
position. Califresh is a packer/shipper of a unique seasonal produce cultivar grown in 
California’s Central Valley and Coast. The candidate’s primary responsibility will be to contract, 
monitor crop from planting through harvest and maintain Grower relationships. 
 

Job description 
 

Position: Field Operations 
Reports to: Managing partner 
 
Job summary: This position reports directly to the managing partner and works jointly with 
management staff on activities regarding crop acquisition. The candidate will have 
responsibility as an agronomist fieldman developing relationships with farmers, securing 
production for the company and to oversee a harvest crew of two operators. Responsibilities 
include maintaining a safe work environment, monitoring equipment maintenance, equipment 
logistics, schedule and manage crops harvested under contract. Candidate to work with in 
house harvest division and schedule delivery of harvested crop via contract carrier. The 
candidate must collaborate with all personnel, serve as staff consultant, and guide all to 
become more effective and professional in their respective capacities involving product flow 
from the field through company packing operations.  
 
Job Description: The candidate will have responsibility and authority to manage all activities 
relating to the contracting, production, harvesting, and delivery of produce contracted by the 
company. The candidate will have budgetary input responsibilities and accountability and run 
this department efficiently and economically. As this department is mobile, this position will 
require some travel, 3-4 weeks cumulative. 
The incumbent will be responsible for communicating field activities to management, verbally 
and in writing. 
 
Skills/Traits 
 Initiative to implement all aspects of field responsibilities 
 Agronomic experience, plant science, Ag Bus, or related degree 
 Effective communication skills  
 Commitment to personal integrity and ethics 
 Responsible 
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 Initiative-taking 
 Well organized  
 Lead and contribute to a team effort  
 Good operations management skills 
 Strong customer service commitment 
 Use initiative for problem solving 
 Ability to complete assignments efficiently and on schedule  
 Knowledge of Ag equipment maintenance and operation 
 Ability to maintain confidential information 

 
 

This position has a starting salary in the mid five $ figure range, with transportation and 
expenses provided. 
 

 
Please forward inquiry and resume, use as subject “Hiring” and send to 
mmurray@califresh.net. 
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